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Psycholinguistics
What is psycholinguistics?

-Linguistics is the study of how knowledge of language is
represented in the mind.

-Psycholinguistics is the study of how that language is
processed in the mind.

-Neurolinguistics tries to find correlates of representation
and processing in the brain.

Linguistic representation

/d/ - dental,
neutral

/b/ - bilabial,
round

/g/ - velar, spread

Listen:

http://epsych.msstate.edu/descriptive/Hearing/mcgurk/gifs/mg_w_hi.mov
To play click here:

Another example

http://www.media.uio.no/personer/arntm/McGurk_large.mov
To play click here:

http://epsych.msstate.edu/descriptive/Hearing/mcgurk/gifs/mg_w_hi.mov
http://www.media.uio.no/personer/arntm/McGurk_large.mov
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McGurk Effect

• Why do you hear something different when
you have your eyes open and something
different when you have them closed? 

Mcgurk Effect

• You hear /b/ but you see /g/ and you
perceive it as /d/

• /b/ is pronounced with rounded lips
• /g/ is pronounced with spread lips
• Fusion of two sounds like /d/

Mcgurk Effect
• The effect works on perceivers with all language

backgrounds
• The effect works on young infants
• The effect works when the visual and auditory

components are from speakers of different genders.
• The effect works with highly reduced face images
• The effect works when observers are unaware that

they are looking at a face.
• The effect works when observers touch—rather than

look—at the face.
• The effect works less well with vowels than

consonants

Processing vs. representation

• We have internalized knowledge of the
sounds of our native language

• We also posses mechanisms that process
those representations.

• Confusing these mechanisms leads to
effects like the McGurk effect

Adam
Click picture to play movie
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Stroop effect

• We have semantic knowledge of color
terms.

• We have graphemic knowledge of how to
write words representing color terms

Examples

• Green
• Blue
• Red
• Black
• Yellow

Reading color words

• Blue
• Green
• Black
• Red
• Yellow
• Orange

Name the color

red green   blue         black   yellow     purple

black    green        red      blue     pink       orange

brown   purple   yellow   green  blue    black
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Stroop effect in the brain

• John Ridley Stroop first reviewed this
phenomenon in a Ph.D. thesis published in
1935,

• Interference of automatic processing of wor
on the task of naming colors.

• Selecting the appropriate response -- when
given two conflicting conditions -- has
tentatively been located in a part of the brain
called the anterior cingulate.

The anterior cingulate lies between the righ and
left halves of the frontal portion of the brain

It acts as a conduit between lower, more impulse-driven
brain regions and higher, more rationally-driven behaviors.

Processing

• We process automatically
• With the right kind of experiments we can

see processors being ‘confused’
• This gives us insight into how they work




